Identification of novel mutations of the CLCN1 gene for myotonia congenital in China.
The identification of disease-specific genetic and electrophysiological patterns for myotonia congenital (MC) could help clinicians apply in the findings of genetic studies to improve diagnosis. We examined the molecular, clinical, and histopathological characteristics of eight patients with MC. Optimization PCR was used to exclude myotonic dystrophies and the CLCN1 gene was sequenced in patients having clinical and electrophysiological features indicative of MC. Genetic screening identified nine CLCN1 mutations among the eight patients, including two missense, three nonsense, two insertion, and two deletion mutations. The patients showed typical myotonia and muscle hypertrophy. In contrast to the previous studies, secondary dystonia, joint contracture, and abnormal cardiac activity were also observed. Patients with novel mutations did not show any new muscle pathology compared with established mutations. Disscussion: Molecular genetics analysis offers an accurate method for diagnosing MC. The results of this analysis should be considered alongside clinical and electrophysiological characteristics. In this study, novel mutations in CLCN1 were detected, and the spectrum of CLCN1 mutations known to be associated with MC was expanded.